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OAKLAND CITY COUNCIL
ORDINANCE NO.

C.M.S.

AN ORDINANCE ADDING A NEW ARTICLE TO O.M.C. CHAPTER 8.22
TO (1) REGULATE TENANT MOVE OUT AGREEMENTS AND
NEGOTIATIONS, (2) CREATE DISCLOSURE AND REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCH AGREEMENTS AND NEGOTIATIONS,
AND (3) PROVIDE REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS
WHEREAS, the increased demand for rental housing in Oakland has caused
rents to skyrocket, destabilizing Oakland’s rental housing market and triggering an
affordable housing crisis; and
WHEREAS, Oakland's rental housing costs were the fifth highest in the nation in
August 2016, with median rental prices of $2,210 per month for a one-bedroom unit (up
39.6% over the past three years) and $2,730 per month for a two-bedroom unit (up
60.5% over the past three years) (Zumper National Rent Report: August 2016); and
WHEREAS, the majority of Oakland’s residents are renters, many of whom live
in rent-controlled units or units covered under Oakland’s Just Cause for Eviction
Ordinance; and
WHEREAS, the widening gap between prices for market value rental housing
and rent-controlled units increasingly incentivizes property owners to deploy abusive
tactics against tenants of rent-controlled units to force them to move; and
WHEREAS, property owners are incentivized to use similar tactics to encourage
tenants of units covered under Oakland’s Just Cause for Eviction Ordinance to move;
and
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WHEREAS, property owners may negotiate move out agreements to circumvent
state and local legal requirements and restrictions for no-fault evictions, including
payment of relocation assistance, limitations on re-renting the unit, and reporting
requirements. Oakland's recent amendments to its Ellis Act Ordinance and its
Relocation Ordinance, which expanded eligibility for relocation payments and increased
the amount property owners must pay, will only make move out agreements a more
appealing option for property owners seeking to remove tenants; and
WHEREAS, cash move out agreements for thousands of dollars can prove costeffective for property owners, who can recoup their investment by selling the building for
a greater return with vacant units or re-renting the units at market rate; and
WHEREAS, many move out negotiations are conducted under circumstances
where there are significant bargaining power disparities between property owners and
tenants. This makes tenants vulnerable to property owners who resort to intimidation or
manipulation to persuade tenants to accept move out offers that deprive them of the full
extent of their legal rights to return to the unit or are in amounts below the minimum
relocation benefits to which tenants may be entitled; and
WHEREAS, many Oakland residents are not able to afford suitable housing in
their neighborhoods or communities after they accept move out offers (A Roadmap
Towards Equity: Housing Solutions for Oakland, California: September 2015); and
WHEREAS, elderly, disabled, and catastrophically ill tenants can be particularly
susceptible to property owners' high-pressure tactics and face more significant barriers
in securing new housing; and
WHEREAS, with the exception of certain provisions of the Tenant Protection
Ordinance (O.M.C. 8.22.600 et seq.), move out negotiations and agreements are not
subject to regulation in Oakland. In the absence of data collection concerning the
frequency, location, and terms of move out agreements, the City is not able to
accurately assess their impact on tenant displacement in certain communities and on
the local housing market as a whole; and
WHEREAS, the City Council of Oakland regards tenant displacement as one of
the most significant challenges facing the City and is dedicated to pursuing policies that
promote housing security for inhabitants of all income levels and preserve the integrity
and character of the Oakland community; and
WHEREAS, in light of the increased housing pressures placed on low- and
middle-income residents, the City Council finds that reasonable regulation of aspects of
the property owner-tenant relationship is necessary to foster constructive
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communication, maintain an adequate supply of a variety of rental housing options, and
protect the health, safety, and general welfare of the public; and
WHEREAS, this action is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act
("CEQA") pursuant to sections of the CEQA Guidelines, taken together and each as a
separate and independent basis, including but not limited to: Section 15378 (regulatory
actions), Section 15060(c)(2) (no direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect physical
change in the environment), Section 15061(b)(3) (no significant environmental impact),
and Section 15183 (consistent with the general plan or zoning); and
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF OAKLAND DOES
ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. Addition of Article VII to Chapter 8.22 of the Oakland Municipal
Code. That the City Council hereby adopts the addition of Section 8.22.700 et. seq. as
Article VII of Chapter 8.22 of the Oakland Municipal Code, as follows.
Article VII - Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance
8.22.700
A.

Findings and Purpose

This Ordinance shall be known as the "Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance."

The majority of Oakland's residents are renters, many of whom live in rentB.
controlled units or units covered by Oakland’s Just Cause for Eviction Ordinance.
C.
The City of Oakland is dedicated to pursuing policies that protect its most
vulnerable residents and promote housing security for inhabitants of all income levels.
Oakland's affordable housing crisis has exacerbated bargaining power disparities
D.
between property owners and tenants, contributing to a dynamic whereby tenants may
enter into move out agreements without full knowledge or understanding of their legal
rights.
The City Council finds that reasonable regulation of aspects of the property
E.
owner-tenant relationship is necessary to foster constructive communication, maintain
an adequate supply of a variety of rental housing options, and protect the health, safety,
and general welfare of the public.
The main purposes of this Ordinance are to improve the fairness and
F.
transparency of move out negotiations and move out agreements, to ensure that
tenants who enter into move out negotiations or move out agreements are aware of
their rights, to prevent property owners from contracting around the legal rights and
3
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remedies available to tenants under existing law, and to equip the City with useful tools
for monitoring the impacts of move out agreements on Oakland's residents and housing
market.
8.22.710

Definitions

"Catastrophically III" has the same meaning as in O.M.C. 8.22.360 A.9.e.ii.
"City Administrator" means the Oakland City Administrator or their designee.
"City Attorney" means the Oakland City Attorney or their designee.
"Disabled" has the same meaning as in O.M.C. 8.22.360 A.9.e.i.b.
"Elderly" means sixty (60) years of age or older.
"Just Cause for Eviction Ordinance" means the ordinance adopted by the voters on
November 5, 2002 (also known as Measure EE) and codified at O.M.C. 8.22.300
(O.M.C. Chapter 8.22, Article II).
"Move Out Agreement" means a written agreement wherein the Owner pays the Tenant
money or other consideration to vacate a Rental Unit. An agreement to settle an
unlawful detainer action filed in Alameda County Superior Court shall not be a "Move
Out Agreement" for purposes of this Ordinance.
"Move Out Negotiations" means any discussion or bargaining, whether oral or written,
between a Tenant and an Owner regarding the possibility of entering into a Move Out
Agreement. A Move Out Negotiation begins upon the Owner's initiation of such
discussion or bargaining and ends at the earliest of the following events: when a Move
Out Agreement is executed, when the Tenant vacates their unit, when the Tenant
expresses to the Owner that the Tenant no longer wishes to engage in Move Out
Negotiations, or when the Owner provides written notice to the Tenant that the Owner
no longer wishes to engage in Move Out Negotiations. A counteroffer by the Tenant
does not end a Move Out Negotiation.
"New Occupant-means a Tenant who has siaaed-an enforceable rental agreement for
a Rental Unit, paid a security deposit-for the unit, and given their cufrent landlord-notice
of4heir-intent-to vacate their current Rental Unit-iif-aoplioable'). “New Occupant” may
also refer to the Owner orthe Owner’s qualifying relative under 8.22-.360 A.9. provided
that they have incurred expenses or given notice to a current landlord in reasonable
reliance on the Move Out Agreement.
“Owner" has the same meaning as “Landlord” in O.M.C. 8.22.340.
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"Rent Adjustment Program" has the same meaning as in O.M.C. 8.22.020.
"Rent Board" has the same meaning as “Board” in O.M.C. 8.22.020.
"Rental Unit" as used in this Ordinance includes a “Rental Unit” as defined in O.M.C.
8.22.340 ora “Covered Unit” as defined in O.M.C. 8.22.020.
"Tenant" has the same meaning as in O.M.C. 8.22.340.
"Tenant Protection Ordinance" means the ordinance codified at O.M.C. 8.22.600
(O.M.C. Chapter 8.22, Article V).
8.22.720

Applicability

This Ordinance shall apply to all Rental Units, except Rental Units that are owned or
operated by a public entity (e.g., the City of Oakland, the Redevelopment Agency of the
City of Oakland, and the Oakland Housing Authority).
8.22.730

Pre-Negotiation Disclosures and Notifications

A.
Prior to commencing Move Out Negotiations for a Rental Unit, an Owner shall
provide each Tenant in that Rental Unit with a written disclosure on a form prescribed
by the City, which shall include, but is not limited to, the following:
A statement that the Tenant has a right to refuse to enter into a Move Out
Agreement or engage in Move Out Negotiations;

1.

2.
A statement that the Owner may not retaliate against the Tenant for
refusing to enter into a Move Out Agreement or engage in Move Out
Negotiations;
3.
A statement that the Tenant may choose to consult with an attorney
before entering into a Move Out Agreement or engaging in Move Out
Negotiations;
A statement that offering payments to a Tenant to vacate more than once
4.
in six (6) months after the Tenant has notified the Owner in writing that the
Tenant refuses to enter into a Move Out Agreement or engage in Move Out
Negotiations constitutes harassment under the Tenant Protection Ordinance
(O.M.C. 8.22.600, et seq.);
5.
A statement that the Tenant may rescind the Move Out Agreement for up
to thirty (30Ttwentv-five (25) davs after it is fully executed by all parties, unless
the parties agree in writing to a shorter rescission period of not less than fifteen
5
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(15) davs. provided that the Tenant has not moved out, and a New Occupant
does not already have rights to the occupy-the-Rental Unit, and the decision to
rescind is unanimous among the Tenants who are parties to the Move Out
Agreement;
General eligibility for relocation payments and the amounts Tenants may
6.
be entitled to;
7.
A statement that the Tenant may find information regarding tenants’ rights
and contact information for tenants’ assistance organizations at the City’s Rent
Adjustment Program office or on the Rent Adjustment Program website, as well
information regarding the City’s other relevant online resources;
8.
A description of when Tenants have an option or right to return to their
Rental Unit under state or local law and an explanation that waiver of these
rights, if applicable, may make a Move Out Agreement more valuable;
A statement that market rate rents in the area may be significantly higher
than the Tenant’s current rent and that the Tenant may wish to check rents for
comparable Rental Units before entering into a Move Out Agreement, particularly
a Move Out Agreement that waives any options or rights to return to the Rental
Unit that the Tenant may have;

9.

10.
A statement that payments pursuant to a Move Out Agreement may be
subject to federal and/or state taxation and that the Tenant should consult taxing
authorities or a tax professional for more information or advice on taxability;
A statement that Move Out Agreements and documents related to Move
Out Agreements that are submitted to the City may be public, but that the City
may redact personal information to the extent possible consistent with Oakland,
state, and federal public records laws or policies. Parties to a potential Move Out
Agreement should be advised that information a party believes to be private may
be subject to public disclosure;

11.

12.
The names of all people authorized to conduct Move Out Negotiations and
enter into Move Out Agreements on the Owner's behalf;
13.
Any other information required by the Rent Adjustment Program
consistent with the purposes and provisions of this Section;
14.
The following statements and question in bold letters with a space for the
Tenant to affix their initials next to each possible answer:
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"Owners who fail to comply with the requirements of Oakland’s Tenant Move Out
Agreement Ordinance (O.M.C. 8.22.700, et seq.) may be subject to more
significant penalties if the tenant is elderly, disabled, or catastrophically ill. As
defined in the Ordinance, elderly tenants are sixty (60) years of age or older.
Tenants are disabled if they are disabled under Section 12926 of the California
Government Code. Tenants are catastrophically ill if they are both disabled under
Section 12926 of the California Government Code and suffering from a lifethreatening illness, as certified by their primary care physician. Do you believe
that you are elderly, disabled, or catastrophically ill as those terms are defined
above? Yes
No
I don't know
I prefer not to say

15.
A space for the Owner to sign and write the date on which the Owner
provided the Tenant with the disclosure form; and
16.
A space for each Tenant to sign and write the date on which they received
the disclosure form.
The Owner shall provide the Tenant with a fully executed copy of the disclosure
B.
form, or a copy of the disclosure form executed by the Owner, within three days of
execution.
C.
The Owner shall retain at least one copy of each executed disclosure form, or the
disclosure form executed by the Owner along with a proof of service to the Tenant, for
five (5) years after the date on which the Tenant executes the form or the Owner serves
the form. The Owner shall maintain a record of the date(s) on which the Owner provided
the disclosure form to each Tenant.
D.
Prior to commencing Move Out Negotiations for a Rental Unit, the Owner shall
provide the following information to the Rent Adjustment Program, on a form prescribed
by the Rent Adjustment Program and signed by the Owner under penalty of perjury:
1.
The Owner's name, business address, business email address, business
telephone number, and authorized agent, if applicable;
2.
The address of the Rental Unit that may be the subject of Move Out
Negotiations;
3.
A list of all dates on which the Owner initiated other Move Out
Negotiations with any current or prior Tenants at the property and the Rental
Units occupied by each Tenant, completed to the best of the Owner's recollection
and knowledge; and
7
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4.
A statement that the Owner provided each Tenant with the disclosure form
required under this Section.
E.
The City may make the information included on this form pubiically available,
except that the City may redact information from the forms, including personal
information, to the extent such redaction is consistent with Oakland, state, or federal
laws or policy addressing disclosure of documents or information within the City’s
possession or control. The City does not warrant that information any party to the Move
Out Negotiation or Agreement believes to be private will not be released.
F.
The Owner and the Tenant may agree on the means of communicating and the
service of notices pursuant to this Chapter.
8.22.740
A.

Requirements for Move Out Agreements

Every Move Out Agreement shall be in writing.
If the Tenant is proficient in Spanish or Chinese and is not proficient in
1.
English, the Owner shall make a copy of the Move Out Agreement available in
the Tenant's language of proficiency. If the Owner negotiated the terms of the
rental agreement in a non-English language, the Owner shall make a copy of the
Move Out Agreement available in that language. The Owner shall provide the
Tenant with the non-English copy of the agreement at the same time that the
Move Out Agreement is presented to the Tenant.
2.
Immediately after the parties execute the Move Out Agreement, the
Owner shall give each Tenant a copy of the fully executed agreement to retain
for the Tenant's records. The Owner will provide and retain a proof of service of
the executed Move Out Agreement.

B.
Every Move Out Agreement shall include the following statements in a size equal
to or at least fourteen (14) point type in close proximity to the space reserved for the
signature of the Tenant(s):
1.
"You, the tenant, may cancel this agreement in writing at any time up to
and including the thirtieth (30tb4twentv-fifth (25th) day after all parties have
signed this agreement, unless the parties vou. anv other tenants who signed the
agreement, and vour landlord agree in writing to a shorter rescission period of
not less than fifteen (15) davs. However, rescission is not effective if ^-provided
that-vou have RQ^moved outand a New Occupant-does not have rights to occupy
the-Rental Unit. A New Occupant-is a tenant who has signed an enforceable
rental agreement for the Rental Unit, paid a security deposit for the-unit,- and
8
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given their current-landlord-notice of their intent to vacate their current rental unit
{if applicable). The Owner, or their qualifying relative under QtM.C. 8.22.360 A.9,
may also be considered a New Occupant, provided that they have incurred
expenses or given-notice to their current Owner in reasonable reliance on the
Move Out Agreement. To cancel this agreement, send notification of your intent
to rescind to the Owner by any means through which you have agreed to
communicate. If you have not agreed to a particular mode of communication,
either personally serve the Owner with the notice or send the notice by registered
and first class mail to the last known address of the property owner. If the
document is returned undelivered, use reasonable means to notify the Owner of
the rescission.”
2.

"You have a right not to enter into a Move Out Agreement."

3.
“If you are entitled to relocation payments under federal, state, or local
law, a Move Out Agreement for less than the amount of the relocation payments
to which you are entitled violates Oakland’s Tenant Move Out Agreement
Ordinance (O.M.C. 8.22.700 et seq.) and is voidable by you.”
"You may choose to consult with an attorney and/or a tenants' rights
4.
organization before signing this agreement."
"Owners who fail to comply with the requirements of Oakland’s Tenant
5.
Move Out Agreement Ordinance (O.M.C. 8.22.700, et seq.) may be subject to
more significant penalties if the tenant is elderly, disabled, or catastrophically ill.
As defined in the Ordinance, elderly tenants are sixty (60) years of age or older.
Tenants are disabled if they are disabled under Section 12926 of the California
Government Code. Tenants are catastrophically ill if they are both disabled under
Section 12926 of the California Government Code and suffering from a lifethreatening illness, as certified by their primary care physician. Do you believe
that you are elderly, disabled, or catastrophically ill as those terms are defined
above? Yes
No
I prefer not to say
I don't know

6.
“Owners who recover possession of a rental unit pursuant to Sections
8.22.360 A.8 (owner move-back), A.9 (owner or relative occupancy), A. 10
(repairs), and A. 11 (taking the property off the rental market) of the Oakland
Municipal Code must comply with certain requirements. In the 180 days
preceding execution of this agreement, did you (the owner), or any of your
agents or representatives either a) issue a notice terminating tenancy to any of
the tenants who are parties to this agreement or b) otherwise communicate orally
or in writing to any of those tenants that you intended to recover possession of
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the unit under any of these O.M.C. Sections? Yes
which section?

No

. If so

Immediately after Items 1-4, there shall be a line for each Tenant to affix their
initials. The question listed as Item 5 shall appear in the Move Out Agreement once for
each Tenant who is a party to the Move Out Agreement. A space for the Tenant to affix
their initials shall be provided next to the question. The question listed as Item 6 shall be
answered by the Owner under penalty of perjury.
C.
Move Out Agreements must be for greater than the amount of the relocation
payments to which the Tenant may be entitled under Oakland, state, or federal law.
Move Out Agreements for less than the amount to which the Tenant is entitled in
relocation payments are in violation of this Ordinance and can be regarded by the
Tenant as non-compliant Move Out Agreements.
8.22.750
A.

Rescission of Move Out Agreements

Rescission by Right. A Tenant shall have the right to rescind a Move Out

unless the parties agree in writing to a shorter rescission period of not less than fifteen
(151 davs. subject to the requirements in subsection C and D below. In order to rescind
a Move Out Agreement under this Section, the Tenant(s) must notify the Owner that the
Tenant(s) intend(s) to rescind the Move Out Agreement. If the Tenant(s) choose(s) to
place the statement in the mail, it must be postmarked or otherwise served by the
thirtieth (30thY dav after execution of the Move Out Agreement rescission deadline to be
effective.
B.

Rescission of Non-Compliant Move Out Agreement.
A Move Out Agreement that does not satisfy all of the requirements of this
Ordinance, including containing any required signatures or initials by the parties,
may be rescinded by the Tenant within six (6) months of its execution, subject to
the requirements of subsection C and D below. In any communication to the
Owner rescinding a non-compliant Move Out Agreement, the Tenant must
specifically set out the reasons why the Tenant believes the Move Out
Agreement is non-compliant.

1.

Within five (5) days of receiving a rescission notice, the Owner must either
2.
offer the unit back to the Tenant or respond with reasons why the Move Out
Agreement may not be rescinded.
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3.
A Tenant who rescinds a Move Out Agreement because it is noncompliant and is unable to move back into the unit may seek other remedies
against the Owner.
C.

In order to rescind a Move Out Agreement, the following conditions must be met:
1.
The decision to rescind must be unanimous by all Tenants who are parties
to the Move Out Agreement;
2.
The Tenant(s) must sign a document indicating their intent to rescind the
Move Out Agreement and the basis for the rescission, including any noncompliance with this Ordinance by the Owner;
3.
All Tenants who are parties to the Move Out Agreement must also agree
to refund all monies paid to them under the Move Out Agreement; and
4.
The notice of intent to rescind may be sent by any means through which
the parties have agreed to communicate. If the parties have not agreed to a
particular mode of communication, the Tenant(s) must either personally serve the
property owner with the notice or send the notice by registered and first class
mail to the last known address of the Owner. If the document is returned
undelivered, the Tenant(s) must use reasonable means to notify the Owner of the
rescission.

D.
A rescission is not effective if the Tenant has moved out of the unit.moves out
and_the Rental Unit has a New Occupant. Notwithstanding any waivers in a Move Out
Agreement, a Tenant who is unable to rescind because the Rental Unit has a New
Occupant still retains-rights to seek remedies under other laws should the-Owner-violate
other laws-that permit an Owner-to seek recovery of-a-unit-(eTg—Qwner or relative move
in (O.M.C. 8.2-2.360A.9), Ellis Act Ordinance (O.M.C.-&2£4QQ))t
Notice of New-QGGupant. If Owner secures-a-New Occupant for the Rental Unit
within the 30-day rescission period, the Owner must provide the Tenant with written
notification of the New Occupant-within five (5) days of meeting the criteria for a New
Occupant by providing the Tenant with a written statement signed under penalty of
perjwy^Fhis notification must state-whether the New Occupant is a new Tenant, the
Owner, or a qualifying relative under the owner-occupancy-provisions-of-the-Just-Oause
fcpivtGtion Ordinance (O.M.C. -8v2-2:360A.9). The notice must also provide the Tenant
with documentary evidence of the-New Occupant. If the Owner is unable te-provide
documentary evidence of the New Occupant within five (5) days, the Tenant’s right to
rescind is extended by the number of days it takes the Owner-te-Gomplyr
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8.22.760

Filing Move Out Agreements With City

The Owner shall file a copy of the Move Out Agreement with the Rent Adjustment
Program no sooner than the twentvtfriftv-fifth (235th) and no later than the forty-fifth
(45th) day after service of the executed Move Out Agreement. This filing requirement
does not apply to Move Out Agreements rescinded by the Tenant pursuant to Section
8.22.750.
8.22.770
A.

Remedies

Administrative Remedies
Administrative Citation. Any person violating any provision or failing to
comply with any requirements of this Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance
may be assessed an administrative citation pursuant to O.M.C. Chapter 1.12 for
the first offense.

1.

2.
Administrative Civil Penalties. Any person violating any provision or failing
to comply with any requirements of this Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance
multiple times may be assessed a civil penalty for each violation pursuant to
O.M.C. Chapter 1.08.
B.

Civil Remedies
A Tenant who believes that an Owner has violated provisions of this
Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance may file an action against the Owner for
equitable relief (e.g., injunctions and restitution), actual damages or minimum
damages, and recovery of costs and reasonable attorney’s fees. The greater of
actual damages or minimum damages of $500 per violation shall be awarded for
an Owner’s failure to comply with the obligations established under this
Ordinance. The greater of treble actual damages or minimum damages of $1,000
per violation shall be awarded for an Owner's willful failure to comply with the
obligations established under this Ordinance.

1.

2.
The City Attorney may file an action against an Owner that the City
Attorney believes has violated provisions of this Ordinance. Such an action may
include requests for equitable relief (e.g., injunctions and restitution), assessment
and recovery of administrative citations and civil penalties, and recovery of costs
and reasonable attorney’s fees. The City Attorney has sole discretion to
determine whether to bring such an action.
3.
An Owner who violates subsection 8.22.730 A-C, 8.22.740, or 8.22.780 D
of this Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance with respect to Elderly or
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Disabled Tenants is liable in a court action for each and every such offense for
monetary damages of no less than three times the actual damages suffered by
their aggrieved Tenant(s) (including damages for mental or emotional distress),
or for minimum damages of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) per offense,
whichever is greater. Any Owner who willfully violates subsection 8.22.730 A-C,
8.22.740, or 8.22.780 D of this Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance with
respect to Elderly or Disabled Tenants is liable in a court action for each and
every such offense for money damages of no less than three times the actual
damages suffered by their aggrieved Tenant(s) (including damages for mental or
emotional distress), or for minimum damages of one thousand five hundred
dollars ($1,500.00) per offense, whichever is greater.
4.
An Owner who violates subsection 8.22.730 A-C, 8.22.740, or 8.22.780 D
of this Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance with respect to Catastrophically III
Tenants is liable in a court action for each and every such offense for monetary
damages of no less than three times the actual damages suffered by their
aggrieved Tenant(s) (including damages for mental or emotional distress), or for
minimum damages of one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500.00) per offense,
whichever is greater. Any Owner who willfully violates subsection 8.22.730 A-C,
8.22.740, or 8.22.780 D of this Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance with
respect to Catastrophically III Tenants is liable in a court action for each and
every such offense for money damages of no less than three times the actual
damages suffered by their aggrieved Tenant(s) (including damages for mental or
emotional distress), or for minimum damages of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00)
per offense, whichever is greater.
C.
Nonexclusive Remedies and Penalties. The remedies provided in this Ordinance
are not exclusive, and nothing in this Ordinance shall preclude a party from seeking any
other remedies, penalties, or procedures provided by law.
D.
An Owner who believes a Tenant may not be eligible for enhanced penalties due
to age, disability, or catastrophic illness may utilize the procedure set out in regulations
for contesting similar status under the Just Cause for Eviction Ordinance (O.M.C.
8.22.300, et seq.). This subsection does not preclude an Owner from contesting
eligibility in a later administrative or court proceeding.
8.22.780

Miscellaneous

A.
Non-waivability. The provisions of this Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance
may not be waived. Any term of any Move Out Agreement, lease, contract, or other
agreement which purports to waive or limit a Tenant's substantive or procedural rights
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under this Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance is contrary to public policy
unenforceable, and void.
Waiver of Other Tenant Rights. Where a Tenant has a non-waivable right under
B.
other Oakland, state, or federal laws, a Tenant cannot waive such a right in a Move Out
Agreement, including any rights or options to return to the Rental Unit.
C.
Service of Notices. Notices under this Chapter must be served by registered and
first class mail or by personal service, unless the Owner and Tenant agree on another
form of service, such as email or facsimile. Notices served by mail are deemed received
five (5) days after mailing. All other forms of service are deemed received on the date of
receipt unless the Owner and Tenant agree otherwise. If a notice is served bv more
than one method, the notice is deemed received on the earliest receipt date.
D.
Retaliation Prohibited. Retaliation against a Tenant because of the Tenant's
exercise of rights under the Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance is prohibited and
constitutes a violation of this Ordinance. Retaliation claims may only be brought in court
and may not be addressed administratively.
E.
Rules and Regulations. The Rent Board is authorized to create and amend rules
and regulations consistent with this Ordinance.
Forms and Informational Materials. The City Administrator is authorized to
F.
develop forms, informational, and instructional materials to assist Owners and Tenants
in complying with this Chapter.
****

SECTION 2. Severability. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase
of this Ordinance is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional by decisions of
any court of competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity of the
remaining portions of this Ordinance. The City Council hereby declares that it would
have passed this Ordinance and each section, subsection, clause, or phrase.thereof
irrespective of the fact that one or more other sections, subsections, clauses, or phrases
may be declared invalid or unconstitutional.
SECTION 3. Effective Date. This Ordinance shall become effective on May 1,
2018. City Administration may extend this effective date if forms are not available within
this time-frame.
SECTION 4. Grandparented Move Out Negotiations and Agreements. This
Ordinance's requirements shall not apply to any Move Out Negotiations that were
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initiated or written Move Out Agreements that were fully executed by all parties and
effective prior to the effective date of this Ordinance.
SECTION 5. CEQA Compliance. This action is exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") pursuant to sections of the CEQA Guidelines,
taken together and each as a separate and independent basis, including but not limited
to: Section 15378 (regulatory actions), Section 15060(c)(2) (no direct or reasonably
foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment), Section 15061(b)(3) (no
significant environmental impact), and Section 15183 (consistent with the general plan
or zoning).
SECTION 6. Public Database Feasibility. The City Administrator shall consider
the feasibility of creating a public, searchable database with information based on filings
under O.M.C. Chapter 8.22.700. If the City creates such a database, the required
disclosures shall contain a provision referring to the database and how to access it.

IN COUNCIL, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA,
PASSED BY THE FOLLOWING VOTE:
AYES - BROOKS, CAMPBELL-WASHINGTON, GALLO, GIBSON MCELHANEY, GUILLEN, KALB, KAPLAN AND
PRESIDENT REID
NOESABSENTABSTENTION ATTEST:
LATONDA SIMMONS
City Clerk and Clerk of the Council
of the City of Oakland, California
Date of Attestation:
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NOTICE AND DIGEST
AN ORDINANCE ADDING A NEW ARTICLE TO O.M.C. CHAPTER 8.22
TO (1) REGULATE TENANT MOVE OUT AGREEMENTS AND
NEGOTIATIONS, (2) CREATE DISCLOSURE AND REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCH AGREEMENTS AND NEGOTIATIONS,
AND (3) PROVIDE REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS

The Ordinance enacts the Tenant Move Out Agreement Ordinance
to regulate tenant move out agreements and negotiations; create
disclosure and reporting requirements for such agreements and
negotiations; and provide remedies for violations.
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